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My invention relates is improvements in ceased‘ electrical lie ‘ . ' ,S, Weigh may he 

installed in ceiling,v side or other walls of struc~ 
‘cures. rlThe primary object of my invention is to 
Provide a fixture of its kind; which is so designed 
vthat the outlet box or splice ‘box, light get, 
re?ector, illuminating means, cover other 
portions are readily accessible for splicing, con 
necting, cleaning, repairing, replacing and other 
I—“.1¥'PQ$§S~ 

This‘invss ‘on is Horror. Till upon the 
structure shown in my ‘compan i'applicatlon, 
Ser. No. 38,234, ?led July 12, 1948, issued. as 
P??em NG- ,,2,.5.3.3,'.7..6Q' .01} ll, 1952 

Heretofore it has been difficult and at times 

hazardous for attendant to reach whiis udder and service a ?xture improve in addition to other sdvsntas. reduces the some 

1:: w:srd to a minim , , pli?es theses 
struction of the ?xure so that it is easily ire 
stalled and serviced, the cost .of construction is 
reduced, and the operation of the fixture‘ facilitated; My improved ?xture vis also readily 
adapted to modern building construction and. 
'the electrical supply 's‘ervicewhich is in general ~' 
use. 
With these and other objects and advantages 

in view, my invention comprises the features of 
construction and combination of parts herein 
after described and claimed. 
In the accompanying drawing forming part of 

this speci?cation, Fig. 1 is a typical elevational 
view partly broken away and in section, showing 
my improved recessed lighting ?xture when in“ 
stalled in a ceiling structure and its front closed; 
Fig. 2 is a vertical section of a detail portion of 
the structure shown in Fig. 1, when the front of 
the ?xture assumes open position to permit 
servicing; Fig. 3 is a horizontal sectional view 
taken approximately on and below the line 3-3 
of Fig. 2, when the front is closed; Fig. 4 is a plan 
of a portion of one of the spring controlled 
hinge units by which the front of the ?xture is 
supported, and Fig. 5 is a section of the hinge 
base plate taken on the line 5--5 of Fig. Ii. 
My improved lighting ?xture comprises a box 

like housing A, which is designed to be recessed 
in a wall structure such as B, said housing hav 
ing connected to its inner end wall In, a typical 
outlet box C of a conduit system for making the ;, 
usual connection with the conventional light 
socket l l and the usual electrical service line i i’. 
The housing A is provided with one or both in 

ner and outer removable side covers 13 and M, 
which are fastened removably by screws I4’ or 

2 
“he? suitable iastgpirlé {#333151 for Permitting 
SE11‘? 01‘ other sssrisstions t0 he, made 35W’??? 
the usual service 1111s sash N’ we the socket 
l i. When the electrical connection is made excess Wire may be packed in the outlet box .6 
in the usual manner. The removable cover [3 
also pert/nits access to the connections in the out; 
let ‘hex firm Within the housing as hereinafter 
or ‘,cribed. The screws il'gfwhich'iasten the cover 
it may also serve to iasten the outlet box to the 
end wall ‘lil. ' 
The wall structure B may represent the ceiling, 

side or any other portionlof a‘ building structure 
shown has the usual rafters it, or frame 

mel'nhejrs for supporting the usual lath and 
‘ L ster or other type of wall ?nish such it‘. 
ii suitable opening ii is provided through the wall 
runs}; it, to receive the‘housing A and as shown 
the hou ‘rig is fastened to the wall structure B 
by the angle clips It or other suitable means. 
The lower end portion of the housing is open, 
as shown, and a reflector 28 is removahly sup 
ported horizontallytherein by the separable clip 
connecting elements 21, which are secured to 
the opposite sides 22 ofthe housing. This reflec 
tor has a central opening ‘23 through which the 
illuminating light bulb 26 in the socket li'pro 
jects downwardly. When the light bulb is un 
screwed and I'cll’iOVEtd from its socket, the re 
?eotor can be lifted on’ of its fastening supports 
ill and removed downwardly from the recessed 
housing, thus providing free access upwardly to 
the socket and outlet box. The re?ector, how 
ever, is not essential to the invention. 
The lower open end portion of the housing is 

normally closed by the cover D which has a frame 
conforming in marginal outline and over 

lapping the edge of the opening through the 
wall ?nish it, which surrounds the lower end of 
the housing. The frame of the cover I) has an 
upstanding enclosing ?ange 2% within which a 
light transmitting plate 2'5 is held, thus forming a 
window through which light from the bulb 24, 
either in clear or condition is transmitted 
outwardly from within the housing. 
The cover I) is supported either in closed hori 

aontal position as shown in Fig. 1, or in open 
inclined position as shown in Fig. by a pair of 
similar oppositely disposed spring controlled 
hinge units 3% and 3E. Each of these hinge ele 
ments consists of a supporting oblong plate 32 
which is formed by a longitudinal shoulder 33 
with an oiiset outstanding portion 33' (Fig. 5), 
below which a spring actuated supporting arm 34 
is pivotally secured at 35 (Fig. 4). The sup 
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porting plate 32 is secured on one side of the 
housing by rivets 36 or other suitable means so 
that the arm 34 may swing freely. The outer 
end portion 3'! (Fig. 2) of the arm 34 is formed 
with a lateral pivot 38 which rotatively engages 
inone of the outwardly directed sockets 39, there 
being a pair of said sockets provided in opposite 
side portions of the enclosing ?ange 26 on the 
frame 25. A retractable helic'al spring 40 is 
secured between an engaging catch 4| on the 
outer portion of the arm 34 and the engaging 
catch 42 on the hinge plate 32. The connecting 
points of said spring 40 with the arm 34 and 
catch 42 are in offset relation to the pivot 35, 
whereby the cover is retained in closed position 
automatically by the springs 40 of the opposite 
pair of hinge elements. The arms 34 are suf 
?ciently ?exible so as normally to automatically 
engage the sockets 39 but permit lateral separa 
tion so that the cover can be disconnected and re- = 
moved when the latter is in open position. In 
this manner the recessed housing can be opened 
so that its parts are fully accessible for adjust 
ing, cleaning and servicing, or for any other 
purpose desired. When the cover is opened and 
inclines downwardly from the position shown in 
Fig. 1, towards the position shown in Fig. 2, the 
short inner end portions 44 of arms 34 are 
adapted to strike the shoulder elements 33 and 
limit the downward inclination of the cover. 
The means thus provided enables the cover to 

be connected to or disconnected from the arms 
34 in a snap-on manner and without the use of 
tools and without the use of bolts, screws, nuts 
or other fastening means, all of which saves time, 
labor and expense. 

I have described the principles of operation or" 
my invention, together with the construction 
thereof which I now consider to represent the 
best embodiment thereof, but I desire to have it I 
understood that the construction shown is only 
illustrative and that the invention can be carried 
out by other means and applied to uses other 
than those above set forth within the spirit of 
the invention and the scope of the following 
claim. 

I claim: 
In a lighting ?xture unit adapted to be recessed 

OIv 
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4 
into a building wall structure, an outer shell, a 
lamp socket in said shell, a window cover over 
the lower portion of said shell, snap-acting open 
ing and closing means for said cover comprising 
a pair of similar, oppositely-disposed, spring 
controlled hinge units, each hinge element con~ 
sisting of a supporting plate positioned on oppo 
site sides of said shell, said plate being formed 
with a longitudinal shoulder and anintegral off 
set outstanding portion, a spring-operated sup 
porting arm pivotally secured to said plate near 
one end thereof, said end of the supporting aim 
being sufficiently spaced from the pivot so that 
it will strike said longitudinal shoulder and limit 
the downward inclination of the window cover 
and hold it by spring action in predetermined 
open position, the other end of said arm being 
provided with a lateral pivot, a corresponding 
socket in said window cover, a retractible helical 
spring between catches on the supporting plate 
and supporting arm respectively, the connect 
ing points of the spring to said catches being 01i 
set with respect to the pivot point of the arm on 
said supporting plate, whereby the cover is re 
tained in closed position automatically by spring 
action. 
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